Sound in Vivo

by kaya sasaki

This is a proposal on the body and
imagination through sound and a
experimentation of setting space around
relationship between body and sound. I am
interested in the "listening posture " as
corporeity; I would like to create a
"listening posture " that transform a human
landscape in a place of reflection.

In the exhibition space: it is to create
postures of " listening" with small speakers
stuck on the walls, floor , has different
heights. And so these listening postures
generate a human landscape , a place for
reflection . For this, the visitor's body is
crucial in this device . I would like to
develop a use of space that imposes both
body and make spectacular situations
other.
Finally this landscape is created by
visitors , it becomes somehow an observer
and interpreter representation through
the place of autonomous and free.
I have long been interested in the power
of the "image" that invades our lives, our
bodies and our minds. My goal is rather to
overthrow the power of the "image"
around a reflection linked to the body.
From this concept of "no image", I would
articulate the sound medium to stir the
imagination of every visitor
The lack of image in the visual sense, can
it create a shape slightly open space in our
imagination? Relationship between the
body, sound and environment. Our
memory thus approached resonates with
our personal and cultural history.
Begins a mourning of the image, in other
words ... from a lack of representation,
that brings us to make our own images.
What interests me is another way to bring
out the presence of the body from the
abstraction of the situation.
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Related to body image by combining different art forms, my creation is a minimalist arrangement
involving the body of visitors. At the risk of proposing an exhibition on the body but without pictures, my
creation is a form of experimental research.
My path as a dancer is at the origin of this research, especially the problem of the body and its
representation in space. My approach is to query the power of body representation in the visual arts, and
offset by its absence.
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